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Different Attack Patterns for Deep Brain Implants
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Abstract: Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is a neuro surgical procedure that is a neuro stimulator (brain pacemaker) is placed
which can send the electrical impulses, through implanted electrodes, to specific targets of brain for the treatment of neurological
disorders such as Parkinson, movement disorder, epilepsy, and psychiatric disorders. The device must be fully secured since it
directly affects the mental, emotional and physical state of human bodies which may lead to patient’s death. The adversary can
impair the motor functions, or modify the emotional pattern of patient by stimulating fake signals by Deep Brain Stimulators
(DBSs). This project uses deep learning methodology to predict different attack stimulations in DBSs. This proposed work uses a
long short-term memory, a type of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) which is a class of deep neural network commonly
applied for visual imaginary for forecasting and predicting rest tremor velocity (characteristic used to evaluate intensity of
neurological disorder) which helps in diagnosing fake versus original stimulations. This methodology was used to detect different
attack patterns efficiently.
Index Terms:Convolutional Neural Network, Deep Brain Stimulators, Deep Learning, Implantable Medical Devices, Machine
Learning, Neural Network, Security.
——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
The sensory and neurological systems in human patients is
pulled by using the electrical stimulation. Parkinson,
movement disorder, epilepsy, and psychiatric disorders are
treated by using Deep brain stimulation. It has shown that
most of people are affected by movement disorders. It is
estimated that over 1,80,000 individuals below 70years of
age are affected by Parkinson diseases. There are other
factors that also influence Parkinson diseases such as
depression, stress, etc, more than 18 million people are
affected due to depression and other mental problems.
Despite of psychiatric problems, DBS is also used for
treating hypertension, obesity and dietary issues. It is also
proposed for treatment of neurological pains and
headaches. Some of the frameworks that are utilized as a
part of DBS are Medtronic65 and Advanced Neurological
Frameworks. Stroke or also called as brain attack occurs
when there is no proper blood flow or circulation to the
brain. When the blood flow decreases the brain cells will die
which results in lack of oxygen [15]. Strokes are classified
into two types such as (i)Strokes that are caused by the
blockage of blood flow and and (ii) Strokes thar are caused
due to bleeding in the brain [24]. The most frequent cause
of stroke is ischemic stroke that is caused due to blockage

of blood vessel in the brain or neck region, which is
responsible for more than 80 percent of strokes [28]. The
three conditions of blockage of stem are:(i)Thrombosis are
defined as clot formed within blood vessel in the neck or
brain region (ii)Embolism which is defined as when the clot
is moved from one part of the body to the another part such
as from the heart to the brain and(iii) Stenosis is defined as
abnormal narrowing of blood vessel or leading to the brain.
The second type of stroke is Haemorrhagic stroke which
are caused by the bleeding into the brain or the spaces that
are surrounded to the brain region [32]. The two key factors
that will lower the risk of death or disability from stroke are
(i) control stroke’s risk factors and (ii) known stroke’s
warning sign. The scientific research that conducted by the
NINDS states the warning signs of strokes as sudden
numbness, sudden confusion, sudden trouble in vision,
trouble in walking and severe headache.
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2 IMPLANTED MEDICAL DEVICES
Wireless Implanted Medical Devices (IMD) have the
capability of transmitting the information without any wired
connection. This may create a platform for attackers to steal
the information with an intent of harming the patient [11].
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This can be done by reprogramming the implanted medical
devices. For example, a trespasser can learn all the private
data by listening to IMD radio frequency without any effects
[16]. It can access to the data of oscilloscope, programming
radio and other medical devices. Another type of attack can
be introduced by the trespasser where he has the ability to
create radio transmissions to reply repeated operations
[12],[13]. There are many types of solutions for addressing
the security issues, but Bio-metric based approach has
unique physiological characteristics and authentication for
human body [18]. It is a secured and light weight system
but it lacks in accommodating the bio-metric changes with
respect to time [20],[21]. The distance between the IMD and
the caregiver can be estimated by distance-based
approaches by using the transmitted and the received data
through piezoelectric elements [15]. This system fails
science the patient and the attacker can make physical
contact and it may lead to weak the authentication [41].
Therefore, key management protocol is used for providing
authentication only to the authorized users using symmetric
[15], physiological [25] signals for key generations. This
paper classifies different attack patterns of DBS and
provides efficient and fast model for improving security in
DBS with deep learning strategy. Following objective are
achieved:
1.

2.

A deep leering classifier to predict and
consecutive brain stimulation pattern by
designing and training Long short-term memory
(LSTM)
Different types of attacks patterns are emulated
and classified in deep brain implants. Prediction
mechanism is developed by using different
attack patterns and can be used by the
attackers.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Motivation
Applications of biological domain concepts such as body
and brain operation to practical problems in other domain
like security and other interruption problems are called Bioinspired system. This have caught the attention of scientific
community in many different fields like computer science,
mechanical, agriculture, energy, etc. When compared to
other fields Biological inspired approaches seems to be
favourable and are considered stronger. In contrast to the
existing models it is observed that it requires regular
updating, replacement, nourishing, bio-inspired models that
have the ability to maintain themselves and also that could
adapt to the changing conditions. Therefore, scientists and
engineer from many domains are participating in finding
innovative design architecture to overcome from different
challenges. In upcoming years, we may have machines that
have the ability to repair themselves like how the skin heal
themselves from the injury. We may expect more designs in
future that are related to flexible, self-healing bio- inspired
models.
3.2 Neural Network
Neural networks learning strategy, is inspired from
biological neural networks (human brain). The biological
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neural network contains interconnected neurons used to
commerce the messages from one another. The
interconnections have weights that can be tuned with
respect to experience, thus making neural networks for
learning. The objective here is not to make practical models
of the human brain, but rather to create robust and effective
information structures that we can use to model difficult
problems. Neural networks are classified into 6 types such
as (i) Feedforward Neural Network (ii) Radial Basis
Function Neural Network (iii) Kohonen Self Organizing
Neural Network (iv) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (v)
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (vi) Modular Neural
Network. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is an Artificial
Neural Networks where the connections are between the
nodes i.e. from the directed graph down the temporal
sequence. Various length sequence of inputs can be
processed in RNN by using internal memory. This is used in
unsegmented, hand recognition, speech recognition. The
main disadvantage of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is
that it is difficult to train, gradient vanishing and exploding
problem and processing of very long sequence is not
possible to overcome these problems Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) is introduced. When compared to other
neural networks CNN have the ability to detect important
features itself without the help of human supervision. It is
suitable for images. CNN takes fixed size of input and
provides fixed size of output.
3.3 Convolutional Neural Network
In machine learning, visual imagery is being successfully
analyzed by using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN or
ConvNet) which is a class of deep, feed-forward artificial
neural networks. Shift Invariant or Space Invariant Artificial
Neural Network (SIANN) are defined as minimal preprocessing requirement in CNNs to design a variety of
multiplayer perceptions that are based on their sharedweights architecture and translation in variance
characteristics. The connectivity pattern of the convolutional
network between the neurons that resembles the animal
visual cortex organization are the inspiration for the
biological processes. It uses respective field which is
defined as the individual cortical neurons respond to stimuli
only in the restricted region of the visual field. The entire
visual field is covered by the overlapping of the different
neurons partially in respective fields. CNNs are used
because that uses relatively little pre-processing when
compared to other image pre-processing algorithms, that
means the network learns traditional algorithms filters that
were hand-engineered. The major advantage this algorithm
is that the independence from prior knowledge and human
effort in feature design. CNN consist of many layers like an
input layer ,an output layer and many hidden layers. The
hidden layers in CNN are convolutional layer, pooling layer,
fully connected layer and normalized layer. Each layer
perform different operation like convolutional layer will apply
convolution operation to the input image and pass it to the
next layer. The convolutional layer will reduce the image
size by 5x5 for learnable 25 free parameters. Fully
connected layer is used to connect every neuron in one
layer to every neuron in another layer.
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3.3 Designing and Training
The deep brain stimulators are type of wireless implantable
medical device which is used to treat neurological disorders
by stimulations inside the human brain . Many patients have
progressively benefited through DBS but it includes
several security implications. Security is most important
because it can directly affect both the mental and physical
orientation. Long Short-Term Memory is utilized in this
project and a type of Convolutional Neural Network(CNN),
to predictand forecast the pattern of DBS. To study the
intensity of neurological disorders which is examined by
Rest Tremor Velocity (RTV) . To design and train the
Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) we examined RTV
values.
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correlation. In the matrix it only has significance for the
indices, and thus which weights are placed at which index.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Different attack patterns were detected by using Deep brain
stimulators (DBS). The result obtained by this model shows
that this model could detect different attack patterns with
smaller lass value and minimal training time by using DBS.
When compared to the discontinuous and arbitrary attack
patterns (stuck-at and noise) and continuous and single
pulse attack, the loss value is less in continuous and single
pulse attack which are spike, outlier, incremental, chronic.
The maximum loss value occurs in stuck-at and noise
attack pattern since the patten is hard to be predicted more
training time is required. A flag was raised when there is a
difference in predicted RTV and true RTV and consecutive
iterations was studied to predict emulated attack. Emulated
attack strategies where classified in the deep brain
stimulators and therefore a flag was raised in this model. By
observing the parameters like signals amplitude, fluctuation
amplitude, spectral concentration and median frequency
LSTM were able to detect the abnormality in RTV which is
calculated by observing next 10 times steps. The next
epoch is predicted by using LSTM. For each step-in time for
700 steps the predicted RTV value and the true RTV value
exceeds 50-times. The RTV should be predicted
approximately zero even after the attack is introduced this
is taken care by the LSTM in the system. For example, RTV
could reach up to 50 in spike attack but the system predicts
that RTV should not exceed zero based on the learning.
RTV values come in range of 0 to 3 in stuck-at and
incremental attack patterns since the pattern is hard to be
predicted more training is required. When they exhibit
difference in predicted and true RTV a flag was raised and
emulated attack is predicted.

To emulate and classify different attack strategies various
attack patterns were introduced in the DBS framework. The
model was able to classify different attack patterns in the
DBS with smaller loss values and minimal training time as
the result. The proposed framework will be implemented on
a real deep brain stimulator environment with real RTV
measurement, in the near future. The performance of the
framework in terms of accuracy and reliability can be
evaluated , genuine and fake measurements will be
classified and predicted at run time. The pre-processing
time in CNN is less when comparing other image algorithms
This independence is the major advantage from prior
knowledge and human effort . In CNNS there is an input
and an output layer, and multiple hidden layers that is,
convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully connected layers
and normalization layers . The process is described as
convolution in neural networks. Mathematically it is a cross1047
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different attack stimulations in DBSs. Long term memory is
used in the proposed work and for forecasting and
predicting rest tremor velocity which helps in diagnosing
fake vs original stimulations by a type of Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). Different attack patterns can
effectively detect by this method. This model effectively
finds out the different attack patterns in the DBS with
smaller loss values and minimal training time. It can be
implemented on a real deep brain stimulator environment
with real RTV measurements in near future. The
performance of the frame work in terms of accuracy and
reliability, genuine and fake measurements can be
classified and can be predicted at run time.
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